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Native fish species at risk following water removal from the 
Colorado River 

 

Water extraction places ecologically distinct native species at risk of extinction 
through hybridization. 

 
Agriculture and domestic activities consume much of the Colorado River water that once 
flowed to the Colorado Delta and Northern Gulf of California. The nature and extent of 
impact of this fresh-water loss on the ecology and fisheries of the Colorado Delta and Gulf 
of California is controversial.  A recent publication in the journal PeerJ reveals a previously 
unseen risk to the unique local biodiversity of the tidal portion of the Delta.   
 
Unique ecological species evolved in the historically fresher Colorado Delta and adapted to 
this environment.  These fish are distinct from closely related species in the historically 
saltier estuaries found in other regions of the Gulf. However, the Colorado Delta is now 
more similar in salinity to many of the other estuary systems in the Gulf of California, 
suggesting that the ecological factors that separated species may have broken down. 
 
Workers from UCLA examined species of silverside fish in a genus that only occurs in the 
Gulf of California. One species, Colpichthys hubbsi, lives exclusively in the Delta and is listed 
as endangered due to its restricted range. Morphologic and genetic anayses demonstrate 
that this species hybridizes along the western edge of the Delta with Colpichthys regis, a 
widespread relative distributed in estuaries throughout the Gulf. Although hybrids could be 
recognized morphologically, there was no evidence of hybridization in earlier museum 
collections.  
 
Furthermore, the genes from the widespread species were found to penetrate the range of 
the Delta specific species, but there were no genes from the Delta species found elsewhere 
in the Gulf.  Thus, there was clear evidence of gene movement in one direction between the 
two species. This potentially places the Delta species at risk of extinction as its genome is 
swamped or replaced by the genes of the other species. 
 
In this particular case, more work is needed to clarify the detailed causes of species 
separation and the nature of ongoing impacts to the genome of the Delta species. However, 
there are broader issues at stake than a single species.  Other groups of fishes and crabs also 
appear to have evolved as ecological species restricted to the Colorado Delta. These may 
also be at risk.  More broadly, water extraction continues to accelerate in large river systems 



 
 

around the world.  Thus, loss of ecological species in deltas and estuaries around the world 
is also likely accelerating. 
 
Museums and institutions in Mexico, including the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural 
History, Scripps Institution of Oceanography CIAD in Guaymas facilitated this work by 
sharing their collections and supporting field work. 
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Image: 

 
Image caption: Jars of preserved fish specimens from the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography used in this study. 
Photo Credit: Clive Lau. Usage restrictions: None. 
 
Full Media Pack including image: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12Y9PhI3_wp3k7Mn4klb8yfLhAwnRE1ij  
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PeerJ is an Open Access publisher of two peer-reviewed journals and a preprint server. 
PeerJ’s mission is to help the world efficiently publish its knowledge. All works published by 
PeerJ are Open Access and published using a Creative Commons license (CC-BY 4.0). PeerJ is 
based in San Diego, CA and the UK and can be accessed at peerj.com 
 
PeerJ is the peer-reviewed journal for Biology, Medicine and Environmental Sciences. PeerJ 
has recently added 15 areas in environmental science subject areas, including Natural 
Resource Management, Climate Change Biology, and Environmental Impacts. 
peerj.com/environmental-sciences 
 
PeerJ has an Editorial Board of over 1,900 respected academics, including 5 Nobel 
Laureates. PeerJ was the recipient of the 2013 ALPSP Award for Publishing Innovation. PeerJ 
Media Resources (including logos) can be found at: peerj.com/about/press  
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